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From The Chairman's Desk
Vadodara Chapter of SPE (I) has added one more feather in its cap by way of organizing a 2-Day 

event on the Power System Protection and Automation. The object was to open the subject with new 

development in recent times with IEC 61850 standards and automation of substations with digital 

technology. Though the subject touches everyone in terms of continuity and control of power flow and 

power system, nothing much is brought out for the benefit of power engineers at large. The event was, 

therefore, aimed at roping in experts and exponents of this section of power engineering and brings 

them on common platform. Er. SK Negi, Managing Director, GETCO had originally suggested this 

topic for organizing at National level at PDPU where Simulation Laboratory for relay system is established recently. This 
th thevent was organized successfully with the association from GETCO and GSECL on 7  & 8  June 2013.

The event was organized for two days, covering first day for Tutorial for the benefit of the practicing engineers and 

student engineers. It was indeed fascinating to find a mix of junior level, senior level and veteran power engineers 

present in the audience, concentrating on the presentation of expert tutors. The interest of all levels of the engineers for 

tutorial is attributed towards the inclusion of new technology in protection system and automation apart from the 

fundamentals. The event was a grand success due to presence of galaxy of presenters and leading power engineers on 

both the days.

The ultra-modern laboratory covering all power system protection schemes from fuses to SCADA is the first of its kind 

established in India. The participants have taken very keen interest in the demonstrations organized by PDPU staff and 

the relay manufacturers.

I am very grateful to Mr. SK Negi for helping us in meticulously planning and supporting every aspect of seminar starting 

from identifying the expert speakers to targeting the section of delegates for tutorials and seminar. He went on to 

supervise the process of organizing the event up to the grass root level. Er. RP Satani, Dy. Engineer, GETCO, played a 

pivotal role in providing all technical and infrastructural support to the seminar under the able guidance of Er. SK Negi. I 

am also thankful to Shri Raj Gopal, IAS, MD, GUVNL and Shri Gurdeep Singh, MD, GSECL for sponsoring the Seminar.

Mr. DJ Pandian, IAS, Principal Secretary, GoG was very kind to be the Chief Guest on the second day and appreciated 

the efforts of SPE(I) members for conducting this event in PDPU, and further inspired us to organize more of such 

seminars for imparting modern knowledge to power engineers.  The management and staff members of PDPU were 

found to be extremely helpful in providing infrastructure facility, such as Auditorium, Hostel Rooms, Canteen facilities 

and catering services.  It was an unique experience for SPE (I) to conduct such an event outside Vadodara involving 

varieties of faculty members and in the premises of a well laid campus of PDPU. The organizing engineers of SPE (I) as 

well as all the dignitaries had a word of praise for the campus and its infrastructure facilities. The SPE (I) has become 

stronger in facing various technical & administrative challenges in organizing the event of this type. 

The untiring efforts by all the committee members and other members are praise worthy.  I am sure, the spirit which is 

responsible for successful seminar now, will continue to dominate and shall make a good foundation for the future 

programme of the SPE (I). 

Inspired by this seminar outside Vadodara, we would urge the members to spare their time and efforts to strengthen our 

hands by active participation in all our events. We need new members to join the executive committee and give new 

ideas to enhance the knowledge of good engineering practices to the engineering fraternity. This will help in 

strengthening the brand name "SPE (I) - Vadodara Chapter".
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GV Akre
Chairman



Editorial
The flood and land slide have taken a heavy toll of human life in Uttarakhand State. Thousands were 
rescued by Army and paramilitary forces from inaccessible places. It is a National Calamity, worst to 
happen in the past many years.

The topography of the Himalaya in general and the part in Uttarakhand in particular is such that 
access to remote area by motorable road is not possible round the year.

I have travelled in the region a lot, on account of holidaying or an official work. It is seen that there are 
very less mountains made up of solid rock.  Most of the Himalayan Mountains are composed of Mud 

and large stones (boulders). In Uttarakhand, the mountains are very steep. Therefore, when it rains, the mountains 
experience very heavy landslide everywhere. The roads are blocked due to the debris from above and caving in due to 
the slippage of soil below the road. Traffic is jammed for hours and some times for days.

The villages do not get commodities and medicines due to blockage of roads for a long period. The pilgrimage between 
April-June and September-November gives a business opportunity to the local vendors and laborers along the route 
and around shrines. In olden days the population used to stay little away from the stormy rivers and rivulets but due to 
shortage of flat land in Uttarakhand, there was a drastic shift towards the river. The damage was extensive due to this 
fact. 

There was a kingdom in Uttarakhand before independence known as Tehri-Garhwal, the rest of it was known as British 
Garhwal. People used to travel on horse and pony from Rishikesh. The material also was transported through horses & 
ponies. Same thing was true for pilgrimage. It all happened in later 60's when road construction was taken up in the 
state. The pony tracks were replaced by wide roads cutting the mountains. In addition to the touristic and pilgrimage 
interests, the other reason to build the road in this state was the movement of defense personnel and vehicles / 
equipment. The war with China in 1962 forced the Government to make the Border posts accessible through surface 
transport. Construction of Hydro Power Plants in the region also needed wide roads to transport large equipment. The 
Border Road Organization (BRO) is in charge of construction & maintenance of roads and bridges in most of the 
Himalayan States.  

I am an eye witness to the tragedy which could have killed me and my friends during my young age while travelling to 
Yamnotri. The land slide had caused a road blockage which was repaired by evening.  To be on safer side, the driver 
asked us to get out of the bus and cross the damaged road (made good for slow movement of traffic).  Before our bus 
could cross the damaged road, cloud burst took place washing away the repaired road and making the debris to fall 
from the top. This forced the driver to go back leaving we youngsters on the other side of the damaged road. We had no 
option but to run towards Yamnotri. To our bad luck we found road caving in and debris falling (due to land slide) on the 
next turn of the road. Thus, we were trapped between two landslides. We ran for our life taking calculated risk along the 
road. We were shivering due to soaking in rain and high altitude. After running for some time, we were fortunate to find a 
UP Transport bus trying to negotiate reverse drive. With all the personal belongings left in our bus, we were left high & 
dry.  We had to pass a very bad night fixing ourselves in a damped condition.

By grace of God we escaped the furry with minor sickness.  Himalayan mountains are unique in the world but the terrain 
and the weather is totally unpredictable.

Each state in Himalaya has a Hydro Power potential in the range of 10,000 to 25,000 MW. NHPC and private 
developers have already successfully completed number of Hydro Electric Projects in various Himalayan states. They 
have also pitched tents for many more projects. The problem of Hydro Power Development in the region is steep 
Glaciers & rivers, rolling of very big boulders during flood, blocking of river path by big boulders/debris/trees etc. and 
forming temporary reservoir collapse of a cliff resorting in to instantaneous rise in river level. (one of such was 
responsible for an episode in Kedarnath). High siltation is one other major issue in this region. The HEP at Rudra 
Prayag on Alaknanda river fell prey to such adverse situation due to instability of the terrain and seismic activities in the 
region. The cost of civil work is extremely high. The design of the thrash rack, main dam, spillways, penstock and 
tailrace canal has to be done very carefully. After the HEP is commissioned, the monitoring the dam and the project from 
Geological point of view, is very important. 

It is now time that all the engineers in the country who are in-charge of infrastructure development take lessons from the 
recent havoc and work out safe designs, reliable construction and maintenance strategies. 

- Er. SM Takalkar
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 On 19 April 2013, a lecture on the Topic of "Power Trading in Gujarat" was organized in the Auditorium of GETRI. 
The speakers were Er. PR Mehta, Chief Engineer (Retd.), GSECL and Er. KK Bhatia, Chief Engineer (Retd.), 
GETCO, Vadodara and Director of Drashti Power, Vadodara. The speakers spoke on the following issues:

1. Brief history of Power Sector and Scenario in early 1990s.

2. IPP Policies for fixed and variable charges on capacity and fuel option.

3. Electricity Regulatory Commission Act. 1998 and ABT Order by CERC

4. Concept of UI charges under Electricity Act 2003 as well as salient features of the act. 

5. Applicability of various sections of Act-2003 in respect of Generation, Transmission and Distribution.

6. Jurisdiction of regulator at State and Central level.

7. Power Trading market and its mechanism under various clauses and sub clauses in the act.

 The lecture was very interesting and well received by the members present.

 On 24 May 2013, a lecture on the topic of "Sardar Sarovar Project at a Glance" was organized in the Vasvik 
Auditorium of Institution of Engineers. The lecturer was Er. NK Bhandari, Secretary, Sardar Sarovar Construction 
Advisory Committee. In his lecture, he briefed the audience regarding history of Narmada, its planning and 
foundation stone laid by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in 1961. He briefed about the disputes raised by various states 
regarding benefits of the water resources and power as well as the displacement of population and their 
resettlement. He stated that in order to make the project techno commercially viable, the entire stretch of 
Narmada River from Amarkantak to Dahej was considered in totality. The focus was on irrigation, power, drinking 
water and displacement of population due to submergence.  He informed that the Dam height has reached to 
121.94 M as against the design height 142.5 M.  The benefit of water will be to Rajasthan and Gujarat while 
power will be shared by Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra. The speaker was introduced by Er. VB 
Harani, Secretary and welcome address was given by Er. GV Akre, Chairman of the chapter.  

th th On 7  & 8  of June 2013 the chapter organized a 2-Day event on the topic of "Power System Protection & 
Automation" in the Auditorium of Pandit Dindayal Petroleum University, knowledge corridor, Gandhinagar, 
Gujarat. The first day was allocated to tutorials on the topic whereas second day was devoted to an open 
Seminar. The detailed report covering the event is published separately in this issue.

Chapter's Activity

BRIEF REPORT ON 2-DAY EVENT ON POWER SYSTEM 
PROTECTION AND AUTOMATION AT PDPU, GANDHINAGAR

The Vadodara Chapter of SPE(I) organized a 2-Day event at Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU), 

Gandhinagar on the topic of "Power System Protection and Automation" on 7th & 8th June 2013. The chapter selected 

this topic because of the fact that this is generally not touched upon by organizers of seminar on power system. The 

event was divided as tutorial on 7th June and open seminar on 8th June 2013. The tutorials were aimed at refreshing the 

knowledge of practicing engineers and provide basic knowledge of protection and automation to the students and 

newly inducted engineers. 

On first day, there was a brief inaugural function presided over by Er. SK Negi, MD, GETCo.   Other on the dais included 

Er. GV Akre, Er. SB Lele and Er. VB Harani (Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Secretary-SPE(I) -Vadodara Chapter 

respectively). Er. Akre presented a welcome address and praised Er. SK Negi for providing guidance for the event. This 

was followed by felicitation of Er. SK Negi and lighting of lamp. Er. SB Lele gave brief idea about the topics of the 

Seminar. In his key note address Er. Negi stated that power protection system is very important for the safety of the 

electrical equipment and human being. The protection aspects start from the simple fuse to the latest Smart Grid and 

Numerical Protection Relay. He emphasized the need to create awareness on the aspects of power system protection 

and automation. The inaugural function ended with vote of thanks by Er. VB Harani.

The inaugural function was followed by Technical Session-I. Following is the brief of tutorials taken by the expert faculty 
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members. 

1. Fundamentals of Power System Protection by Er. PM Shah (Retd. CE (Gen.) GEB)

 The topic revolved round typical power system, power system operation, role of relay protection system and 

fundamental idea about generator protection, transmission line protection and transformer protection.

2. Protection of Generators by Dr. Bhuvanesh A Oza (School of Technology PDPU)

 The tutorial covered the aspects of generator protection in much details. It included faults in   generator, 

protection schemes, class of protection and various control circuits. The protections for steam turbines, hydro 

turbines, diesel engines and gas turbine were elaborated.  

3. Feeder Protection with Distance Relaying by Dr. KK Thakkar (JSL Industries Ltd.)

 The speaker elaborated on the issue of unit protection, operating characteristics of relays, type of comparators, 

transient over reach/angle of switching etc. 

In the post lunch session, the following tutorials were taken.

1. Methods of Power Swing Detection and Prevention by Er. Janak Shah (Testing Gears)

     In his presentation, Er. Shah gave detailed account of transient stability concepts review, Power swing 

phenomenon, blinder based PSB schemes, wing center voltage etc.

2. Transformer & Reactor Protection by Er. JN Pancholi (Retd. ACE (Testing), GETCo).

 The presenter covered differential protection, effect of magnetizing current, numerical differential protection as 

well as maintenance of power transformer.

3. Busbar Protection by Er. MM Patel (Retd. CE (Gen.) GEB).

 The presentation covered qualities of bus bar protection, frame leakage bus bar protection, single zone frame 

bus bar protection, circulating current scheme and zones of protection.

The last session of the day was covered by the faculties as follows. 

1. Development of Communication Technology for Substation Automation by Ms. Geetha Hariharan (L&T). 

 In her presentation, she described communication protocol used in international market and also IEC 60870 

protocalls. The substation automation system (SAS) was discussed in details. Up gradation and retrofitting of 

SAS with existing proto call and future trends in communication protocall was the next part of the presentation.

2. Overview of IEC 61850 standard based substation Automation System by Er. Sivakrishnudu (ABB)

      This presentation also revolved round IEC 61850. The presenter went on to explain substation configuration 

language and cyber security for substation automation system.

3. Essentials of Digital Substation by Er. Saurabh Makwana (Alstom)

 The faculty covered the aspects of increased availability of the system, optimized operation of assets, improved 

safety, reduce maintenance cost and communication capabilities. Digital instrument transformer and digital 

control system were the other issues discussed by the presenter. 

4. Phasor Measurement Unit Application in the Power System by Er. Uttam Mishra (Doble)

       The faculty defined the phasor measurement and its purpose in the power system. PMU applications, power 

swing detection, special integrity protection scheme were discussed thereafter. 

The anchoring was done by Er. MG Mehta & IT support was rendered by Er. KG Shah.

After the tutorial sessions as above, the delegates were invited to visit the relay simulation lab set up at the PDPU 

campus in Electrical Engineering Department. The visit was planned in two batches. The delegates really enjoyed the 

simulation of line protection, bus bar protection, transformer protection, motor protection etc. The faculty members of 

PDPU, Electrical Department took active interest in showing the laboratory in details. 
thOn 8  of June 2013, there was an open seminar covering paper presentation. Mr. DJ Pandian, IAS, Principal Secretary, 
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EPD, GoG, Er. SK Negi, MD-GETCo, Dr. KK Thakkar, Director (Tech.) JSL Ind. Ltd. and Er. GV Akre were on the dais. 

After the formal prayer, Er. GV Akre welcomed the dignitaries on the dais, delegates, authors and invited guests. He 

gave brief account of the event and thanked Mr. DJ Pandian and Er. SK Negi for their valuable support. The dignitaries 

were felicitated which was followed by lighting of lamp.

The inaugural address started with Dr. KK Thakkar. He stated that the relay system started with electromagnetic relays 

which were replaced by static relays and latest one are numerical relays. He explained the importance of effective 

relaying system. The key note address was given by Er. SK Negi. He stated that power is the most important 

infrastructure for the overall development of the Nation. Protection is required for safety and security of the system. IT & 

Communication has enhanced the protection capability by minimizing human interface. Smart grid is the talk of the day, 

he added. Er. SB Lele formally introduced Mr. Pandian. In his speech Mr. Pandian talked about the establishment of 

PDPU. He stated that Gujarat is a fore runner in the matter of power management. He congratulated power engineers 

of Gujarat for good system management. He added that coordination between generation, transmission and 

distribution is essential. For the growth of organization, R & D is essential and money should be spent on it. The 

inaugural function came to an end with the vote of thanks by Er. VB Harani, Secretary, SPE (I)-Vadodara. In his address 

he thanked dignitaries on dais, authors, sponsors, co-sponsors, supporters and the organizations who have deputed 

delegates.

After the inaugural function, technical session started. The first session was chaired by Er. VL Sonavane, Member 

(Tech), MERC.

1. Unit Protection Scheme - Detection Methodology of Generator Stator Earth Fault and Overall Differential 

Protections by Mr. Ranjan Banerjee (L&T Power)

 He covered the aspects of methods to detect stator earth fault protection of generator against harmonics, 

differential protection, as well as impact of CT locations.  

2. Special Protection Scheme on Mixed Transmission Technology by Er. Uday Trivedi (Adani Power)

 He covered objectives and principles of special protection scheme with reference to 400kV system and 500 kV ( 

+ / -)  HVDC system.  He explained that it is possible to reduce excess generation automatically.  He presented 

some case studies.

3. 400kV Fixed Series Compensation at Khandwa by Er. SH Vani ( PGCIL)

 He deliberated on the issue of enhancement of line capacity by introduction of series capacitors. He described in 

detail the component of series capacitors on 400 kv lines.  

4. Relay Co-ordination in Large Power System by Mr. Abhay Kumar (PGCIL)

He described in details the method of relay coordination in a power system connecting various lines and substations.

After the first Tea Break second session of the day started. 

The session was chaired by Mr. Rajiv Krishnan (ABB, Bangalore).

The following papers were presented

1. Directional Zone Interlocking based Bus Bar Blocking Scheme using IEC-61850 Protocol by Mr. Palani 

Ananthan G ( Schneider)

 The author described high impedance and low impedance in centralized and de- centralized bus bar scheme.  

He presented case studies for zone based inter locking. 

2. New Protection Units Included In Differential Relays by Mr. Inigo Ferrero (ZIV-CGL)

 He described in detail a directional comparison unit for transmission lines, buses and transformers.  He 

elaborated on the external faults, directional comparison etc. 

3. Up gradation of Existing Transmission Protection System at R-Infra and Use of Communication Technology in 



Protection System by Mr. Mohan R Waingankar (R-Infra)

 He gave a brief account of change in protection system when the lines are upgraded.  He also talked on 

upgradation of transformer differential protection, bus bar protection and application of SDH technology.

After the Lunch Break - The third session was chaired by Prof. S A Soman (IITB)

1. Synchrophasors Analytics for Electrical Transmission Systems by Prof. SA Soman (IITB)

 He gave account of a project initiated by IIT, GETCO & Power Grid for development of Synchrophasors for 

transmission lines.  The project will focus on applications like line parameter estimation on line vulnerability 

analysis of distance protection, hybrid/linear state estimator, dynamic security measurement etc.

2. Comprehensive Load Shedding System by Mr. Uchhrang K Jethwa (RIL)

 He gave details of load shedding system in big petro chemical plants.  He presented comprehensive load 

shedding modules and application of soft ware algorithms.  He demonstrated as to how the production continues 

unaffected when there is shortage of power due to problems in generators or grid supply.

3. Under Frequency Relays - A Reliable Defence Mechanism for Grid Security by Er. SB Lele (SPE(I))

 The author described the usefulness of under frequency relays in managing the load and avoid cascade tripping. 

He presented case studies covering grid failures over a period of 20 years, 

The fourth and last session was chaired by Er. SK Negi (GETCo.)

1. DR -A key tool of Numerical Relays - GETCO Experience by Er. NG Patel (GETCo)

 Er. Patel gave the case studies covering output of various disturbance recorders and inference out of each one of 

them.   Proper analysis of the DR output will lead to better grid availability, he added.

2. An overview of Automated Fault Analysis System for Transmission Network by Mr. Raghavendra G. (PRDC)

 He described the role of digital protective relays and automated fault analysis system which included auto re-

closer status, fault locations, relay operation etc. 

3. Realistic Testing of Power Swing Blocking And Out-of-step Tripping Functions by Er. Uttam Mishra (Doble)

      He described power swing phenomena, slow fault clearance and unstable system, two blinder power swing 

detection scheme for tripping functions. 

4. Testing of IEC 61850 Units by Mr. Aditya Taneja ( Omicron)

 He presented testing equipment for CTs, VTs, non conventional sensors, frequency selective measurement and 

ways to find the MU and the channel in the network with number of CTs & VTs.  

The seminar came to an end with the concluding remarks from Er. GV Akre and Er. SB Lele.

M/s Omicron & M/s Megger had displayed their testing equipment at the venue. The participants in the seminar actively 

viewed the display.

The event was sponsored by Gujarat State Electricity Company Ltd. Gujarat Urja Vikas Nigam Ltd. and Adani Power 

Ltd. Gujarat Energy Transmission Corporation Ltd., sponsored the facilities at PDPU

The event was co-sponsored by M/s Omicron and M/s Megger

The event was supported by Petronet LNG-Dahej, Power Grid-Vadodara, M/s Rolex Rings-Rajkot, M/s Echjay 

Industries-Rajkot and M/s Jyoti CNC-Rajkot 

In all, there were more than 125 participants from power utilities, private transmission line developers, equipment 

manufacturers and consultants.

The event can be termed as a good success. 

Feedback Reports received from delegates have been scrutinized and it is found that more than 50% have rated the 

event as Very Good and more than 25% have rated the same as Excellent.
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Thanks Giving For Successful National Seminar and Tutorial 
th thHeld At PDPU Gandhinagar On 7  & 8  June 2013

On behalf of Society of Power Engineers (I) Vadodara Chapter I have the great pleasure to thank 
various entities for successful National Seminar on 'Power System Protection & Automation'

SPE(I) is thankful to Mr. DJ Pandian, IAS, Principal Secretary Energy & Petrochemicals Deptt., GoG for 
accepting the request to be the Chief Guest. We are also thankful to Er. SK Negi, MD, GETCo and Dr. 
KK Thakkar, Advisor to JSL for sparing their valuable time to be at PDPU for inaugural session. SPE(I) is 
thankful to Er. SK Negi for his valuable guidance and providing support of GETCO as knowledge 
partner and for infrastructure support at PDPU. We are also thankful to GSECL as our Knowledge 
partner and for Sponsorship. We are thankful to Er. Gurdeep Singh, MD, GSECL and Er. UD  Adhvaryu, 
CE (Gen) for facilitating visit to the State of Art Lab at PDPU.

SPE(I) is thankful to GSECL, GUVNL & M/s Adani Power Ltd. for sponsoring the event and M/s Megger 
& M/s Omicron for co-sponsoring the event. SPE(I) is thankful to  PGCIL, Petronet LNG, M/s Rolex, Jyoti CNC, M/s Echjay 
Industries for supporting the event and also to all advertisers for their advertisement for proceedings.

M/s Ankita Inc. have accepted a challenge for printing books of Proceedings and Tutorial in a very short period. We are 
thankful to them.

I am also thankful to CBIP- New Delhi and PDPU management for their full co-operation.

We are thankful to all delegates who came from different parts of the country for taking keen interest in participating in Tutorial 
as well as National Seminar.

I am thankful to my colleagues and team members of SPE (I) Vadodara Chapter and well wishers, who have worked very hard 
for the success of the seminar.

SPE (I) Vadodara Chapter is thankful to Mr. MG Mehta for anchoring the event nicely on both the days.

Thanks to all who have helped directly or indirectly in making the event a grand success.

VB Harani
Secretary
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Changing Scenario in Kashmir
Recently I visited the State of Jammu & Kashmir on holiday. This was my fourth visit to the state in my life. My last visit to 

the valley was in 1989 for an R & D Session of CBI&P in Share-a-Kashmir Auditorium around Dal Lake. The insurgency 

broke out immediately after we left the valley and continued unabated for ten years. It slowly started declining 

thereafter. Kashmir valley is very sensitive due to its strategical position in the geography. It has been a gateway for 

many countries for centuries together. The mughals also came via Khaibar pass. The border with China & Pakistan is an 

important factor.  The land route to Europe is also through this region.

The state of Jammu & Kashmir has been ruled by Hindu Maharajas, in spite of the fact that Muslim community is in 

majority. The history of independence to India indicates that the Britishers divided the country in to two and left India & 

Pakistan to persuade the than princely states to merge with the respective unions. There is a version that annoyed with 

Gandhiji's civil disobedience and forced to end the British rule, the British Government decided to conspire a division 

and keep the independent India and Pakistan to struggle for years together. Another version is that Mr. Jinnah and 

Sardar Patel tried to woo the head of Princely States to join their respective unions. Some of the roles therefore not 

decisive regarding annexation. The then ruler of Kashmir Raja Harisingh under some influence or the other declared 

that he would not like to join Indian or Pakistani union. Pdt. Jawaharlal Nehru being the son of Soil, wanted Annexation 

of Kashmir to India. Differences between them grew more & more. The Pakistani Army took the advantage of the 

situation and intruded in to Kashmir in 1948.  Raja Harisingh had no option but to yield to the force of Indian Govt. to join 

the union. Against the wishes of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the then Dy.PM, the Govt. decided to move UNO to resolve 

the dispute between India & Pakistan. The issue is pending since then.

During my earlier visits to Kashmir I had found that there was lot of love lost between Hindu Pandits and Muslims in the 

valley. There was no trace of communalism anywhere. The defeat in 1965 & 1971 wars prompted Pakistan to engage 

India in proxy war. This was started in North East first and then in Kashmir. A mini war in the Kargil a decade ago proved 

fatal for Pakistan.

Contd on 14
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ABSTRACT :

This paper focuses on the technological needs and life cycle of protective system and potential needs of failure that can 
happen on the system due to failure of protection system. The stages of the protection relay lifecycle are evaluated on 
technological factors and from a manufacturers' perspective. Depending on the factors lifecycle phase, services and 
refurbishment strategies are identified, which maximise protection system asset value, thus minimising risk to the 
power system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Protection relays are effectively an insurance policy that limits potential damage should equipment fail within a 
substation or a power network. Used as pure protection devices, relays do not enhance the performance of the 
substation and usually have high associated engineering costs. The incorrect application and operation of such devices 
can have catastrophic effects. So it becomes an essential & important factor to give attention to the protective 
relays/system from time to time. Careful evaluation must be carried out by way of AMC checks and also technical 
factors such as new protection requirements/features based on the expansion/growth needs of the system.

It is widely noted within the industry that much of the installed protection relay base is rapidly approaching or passed its 
operating life. Most of the relays currently operating in the Indian system are electro mechanical /static of 30-40 years 
old. Fortunately, it is recognised that a need for management of the obsolescence of such devices is required which is 
fuelled by technological growth. 

This paper identifies the protection system lifecycle phases from system specification, to end of life de-commissioning 
and examines the modes of protection system failure at each stage. The protection relay life cycle from the protection 
relay manufacturer's perspective is examined and with this knowledge the adoption of specific strategic services during 
the protection relay life cycle is justified. The adoption of these services maximises the protection system life cycle and 
asset value, reducing the potential for protection system failure. The relative merits of retrofit, refurbishment and 
replacement are also emphasised and at what stages of the protection system life cycle they should be considered.

2. LIFE CYCLE OF PROTECTION SYSTEM:

There are many aspects which contribute to the successful application and operation of protection equipment. Each 
stage is critical in ensuring the correct operation of the scheme thus maintaining the maximum availability of the power 
system. It is summarised below starting from Design to De-commissioning as below.

2.1   Protection Scheme Design, Setting, Installation and Commissioning

The effectiveness of any protection system fundamentally relies on the design / engineering of the initial scheme, 
protection settings, quality of the installation & systematic commissioning and maintenance. Any errors in these 
aspects may result in failure of the scheme and the subsequent consequences. The vast majority of reported 'protection 
failures' can be attributed to this stage of the life cycle.

2.2 Ongoing system Expansion, Maintenance and Modification

In order to maximise the life cycle of the protection it is important that routine maintenance is undertaken, particularly in 
the case of electromechanical relays. Maintenance is dictated by the environment, criticality of the protection and 
ultimately availability of resources. Lack of maintenance may result in premature failure of the entire protection system 
due to a single failure, which may go unnoticed until a fault occurs.

The lifetime of a protective system is not only determined by the performance of the protective relays but also the growth 
/expansion of the system from time to time. This growth for example : can be an increase in the load / fault level, increase 
in generation capacity, need for communication to interface with SCADA systems etc. All the above factors influence or 

UPGRADATION OF EXISTING T&D PROTECTION SYSTEM - 
LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT 

Sreenatha Rao RSNV, Alstom T&D India Ltd, Chennai.
e-mail -sreenatha.rao@alstom.com

Sudheendra K, Alstom T&D India Ltd, Chennai 
e-mail - keshavamurthy.sudheendra@alstom.com

Vijay Karthik V, Alstom T&D India Ltd
e-mail - venkatasubramanian.vijaykarthik@alstom.com
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play a significant role in a protective system/ PR design and the setting adopted.

2.3 End of life De-Commission, Recycling, Refurbishment and Replacement

At some stage it will become necessary to replace the protection scheme. This involves de-commissioning and 
disposal of equipment that might contain hazardous substances and the renewal of equipment. Consideration must be 
taken at this point on the best course of action, accounting for the overall cost, plant availability, resources, desired 
technology and application. Recycling of the materials removed from an existing system also plays a major role from 
the environmental perspective.

3 IMPACT OF FAILURE OF PROTECTION SYSTEM

The protection system can fail at every stage of the life cycle, most commonly due to incorrect initial system 
engineering, on-going poor maintenance or failure to fully capture, investigate and document system modifica-tions.

The consequences of protection relay failure have the potential to be catastrophic which can create a wholesome 
unbalance in the system.

 Disruption in supplies due incorrect scheme design or protection settings

 Incorrect operation of plant, for example motors stalling due to low voltages

 Fire and explosion due to excessive fault current which can result from long operating times

 Loss of life or serious injury.

A system fault may be rare occurrence, but unless the protection is maintained in a healthy condition and properly 
serviced then it may not operate correctly. With correct application and on-going maintenance, upon occurrence of 
fault, the damage and disruption which may occur should be minimal. Therefore to maintain optimal performance of the 
protection equipment, it is very important to manage the life cycle of the protection scheme.

4 MANAGING THE PROTECTION RELAY LIFE CYCLE

Effective management of protection relay increases the life cycle of that protective system without substantial 
interruption due to hardware failures or malfunctioning, obsolescence or incorrect application. The value of the 
protection equipment asset depends on the way its lifetime is managed. Without any particular focus on this process, 
the peak value of the asset will be at the initial installation stage, after which the asset value will start to decrease. The 
more lifecycle support is provided the slower the depreciation of the asset. The table below illustrates the key 
milestones of a protection relay life -cycle.

 Status Characteristic Approx. Time

Active 

The product or system is in manufacture and 

subject to continual development (Hardware/ 

Software changes)

15 years

Legacy 
The product or system can still be provided as 

new, but no new features are developed.
10 years

Pending 

Obsoletion

The product or part of the system is declared 

‘Pending Obsoletion’ and customers are notified 

of this event. Key actions are identified.  

2 years

Obsolete 

The product cannot be obtained as new. A 

reduced set of services remains available (repair 

but not modification) dependant on component 

availability.

10 years

Extinct

No services are routinely available, except 

commitments related to a specific maintenance 

contract.

Determined by technological factors, Market 

demands, etc

Table 1: Life – Cycle Milestone Identification.
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4.2 Support during Life Cycle :Active & Legacy

During the active and legacy stages of the life cycle support and spare parts are readily available since the product is 
within the current manufacturing range. At some point during the legacy stage an obsolescence survey shall be carried 
by the manufacturer, to establish and manage potential risks that might occur due to non-availability of a component 
which might have been obsoleted/pending obsoletion. In such a case, the situation may rise that protective relay cannot 
be manufactured due to the criticality of that particular document. It is very important to take this into account when 
designing a protection scheme, since this may severely affect the availability of spare parts and after sales report. It is 
also advisable for users of protection products to have a good understanding of their installed base, in order for them to 
draw up an Obsolescence / retrofit/refurbishment plan. This will ensure adequate coverage in the event of product 
failure i.e. taking advantage of spares holdings and maintenance contracts.

4.3 Support during Life cycle: Pending Obsoletion

When a product or service is pending obsoletion, then it is important to undertake an obsolescence survey, which 
usually takes the form of a protection audit. This will help determine the best course of action for each specific case; for 
example last buy and spares management options tailored to the size of the installed base.

This stage of the product life cycle should be considered as the primary trigger point when planning the future of the 
protection system. It is also worthwhile at this stage to keep up to date with current technology. This focuses on need of 
training program is put into place so that personnel are able to operate the latest equipment and thus facilitate a smooth 
transition between technologies. It is still very common that the first time maintenance staff see replacement equipment 
is when it is installed in their workplace. Any initial teething problems are therefore compounded by ineffectual and 
unfamiliar local operators. Effective planning at this stage can help minimise the ongoing costs for the remainder of the 
product life cycle.

4.4 Life-Cycle Support: Obsolete

When the product or service becomes obsolete, if prior planning has not been taken up, then users may be forced to 
refurbish or replace protection at short notice, otherwise known as 'distressed' purchasing. This can result in minimal 
return on investment, poor cohesion between relay technologies and underutilisation of relay features, insufficient staff 
training and disproportionate system down time. With adequate planning during the pending obsolescence stage the 
impact could be minimised and also ensure a smooth transition.

4.5   Life-Cycle Support: Extinct

When the product becomes extinct, and in the absence of AMC or specific maintenance contracts have been arranged, 
the only services available are options for refurbishing or retrofit. Repairs and replacement parts cannot be guaranteed 
and the system might be exposed to an intolerable risk which should be avoided at all cost and situations. At this stage 
all costs associated with rectification will be at their highest. The age of the current installation will in most cases mean 
that the drawings, scheme design and settings are at their most unreliable. 

Reaching this stage in the lifecycle can impact negatively during the following refurbishment or retrofit. Incorrect 
drawings, the inadequate capture of historic system modifications and inadequate protection settings, could all orin-
part be used in the development of the new scheme, therefore compromising the system engineering. This then 
devalues the asset value when it should be at its highest. A conscious decision has to be taken at this stage based on 
technical factors on one hand and the economic factors on the other. 

5.    PROTECTION RELAY LIFE CYCLE SERVICES

If the decision is made to retain the installed base, then various actions can be initiated to maintain the value of the 
protection asset, thus reducing and managing potential risks that develop during the system life cycle.

5.1  On-going Maintenance

System maintenance is concerned with the conservation of the system hardware and software through maintenance 
programmes. These identify problems associated with hardware/software part and also operational issues. 
Replacements of parts including protection device components or complete protection scheme modules are 
automatically replenished through managed stocks, depending on requirements. Any potential failures can be 
identified and addressed before the protection scheme is compromised.
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5.2   System Availability

This aspect manages the future availability of the system by auditing the system configuration and current health of the 
protection devices. System security can be audited and vulnerability assessments made. Corrective actions can be 
under taken to improve the protection system, eliminating weaknesses and reinforcing potential modes of failure.

Modern protective relays and systems can enable secure proactive system monitoring from remote locations, thus 
eliminating the need to monitor and attend site in person.

5.3   Testing and Maintenance Contracts

System reliability through maintenance contracts, guarantees the system will remain fully functional throughout the 
contract period. In addition it can manage through an auditable process, version control of software, setting changes 
and drawing amendments, problems associated with hardware, software part and also operational issues.

The contract fixes the cost of maintenance for the contract period and allows unlimited preferential access to the 
customer support technical team. Typical maintenance contract durations would be 2-5 years, although this could be 
extended as required though additional contracts. The price is driven through the size and complexity of the system, as 
well as the level of support selected.  

Maintenance contracts enable the total cost of ownership to be calculated and analysed, thus facilitating technology 
investment to enable embracement of emerging technologies.

6.   REFURBISHMENT AND REFITTING

If it is determined following an obsolescence plan that the current installed equipment is in need of replacement, then 
various options are available. These range from 'plug and play' refurbishment kits, to complete scheme upgrade and 
replacement. These options will require, to some degree, a combination of additional competences, including short 
circuit analysis, protection setting Studies / examination, programmable scheme logic design, protection scheme 
schematics, understanding of current technologies and protection schemes, commissioning, training and 
comprehensive project management.

This approach provides the opportunity to modify, improve and update the protection system through the use of modern 
technology. The options available depend wholly on customer requirements, primarily capital expenditure and system 
down time availability.

6.1  Retrofitted schemes in place of existing ones: 

This involves retrofitting modern protection equipment into the existing panel / housing. This has the advantage of 
minimal panel rework and scheme wiring changes, resulting in economical capital cost expenditure and minimal 
system down time. 

Associated additional costs, such as design work, CAD and project management will be minimised due to utilisation of 
the philosophy of the existing scheme and associated protection settings.

Figure 1: MiCOM feeder numerical protection retrofitted.
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6.2  Panel / Rack Replacement

This methodology enables creation of the protection scheme, pre-wired and pretested remote from the final installation 
site. This minimises system down time, since the whole panel is replaced, simplifying the installation and site 
commissioning stages. 

Such designs can take the form of complete panel doors, panel sections or cut-outs and various rack arrangements. 
Associated costs such as design work, CAD and project management are economised, due to the simplified interface 
which requires minimal system integration. 

6.4  Extension of Existing Installations

This option involves the modification of existing relay panels or the addition to the existing relay panels. Such 
installations can include any combination of the designs detailed previously, as well as complete panels to expand or 
modify existing protection schemes and switchboards.

This approach can be more economical than complete scheme refit, if the technology is still current (active or legacy 
stage). The associated engineering costs, such as scheme design. CAD and project management can be relatively 
more expensive; due to the bespoke content of the work. However modification cost is usually a small percentage of the 
installed capital since the asset value is still high.

6.5  Complete Scheme Replacement

Complete scheme replacement may result from the fact that the existing protection and primary plant is no longer 
adequate to cater to the needs of the network (obsolete or extinct stage) or where modification is uneconomical. This is 
the most expensive solution in terms of capital expenditure and system down time. However, it provides the best 
platform for taking advantage of modern technology. Care should be taken to ensure that the protection requirements 
are completely re-evaluated to ensure that any deficiencies in the previous protection scheme are not inadvertently 
transferred.

7.0  CONCLUSIONS

This paper has detailed some of the circumstances which result in protection scheme failure and the need to constantly 
upgrade the protection systems over a period of time. Failure could be due to incorrect or inadequate; scheme design, 
protection setting, commissioning, on-going maintenance or inadequate capture of scheme modification requirements, 
during any phase of the protection system life cycle.

Protection scheme failure can be compounded by relays which are there in the system beyond their life, which severely 
reduces the support services that are available, making it difficult if not impossible to provide maintenance should the 
need arise. Any of these conditions result in the power system being exposed to an intolerable risk. Should a fault event 
occur, the immediate effects of the protection failing could be catastrophic, resulting in large scale damages not only to 
the system & its stability but also to the people working on it.

Careful consideration should be given to the individual protection relay life cycle. Plans should be implemented to 
reduce and mitigate potential risks, during the active and legacy phases, by adopting strategic services to maintain 
asset value thereby increasing the healthiness of the system. 

When the protection system or its components approach obsoletion, then refurbishment or retrofit solutions should be 
adopted. These are dependent on the scheme requirements, available capital expenditure and system downtime. 
Options include individual protection relay retrofit, panel refurbishment or complete scheme replacement. With these 
considerations in place, the power system protection scheme will continuously be maintained with a high asset value, 
with high system reliability and high future availability.
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Albert Einstein once stated that "education is what remains after one has forgotten what one has learned in school." His 
words may have been considered in good rumor aptly reflect the fact that effective education is, indeed, incessant, 
warrants constant learning, and is constantly evolving. . In fact, the face of education has experienced a sea change of 
sorts over the decades. The journey of education in India is instant, online, self-driven and on the go and has been 
dotted with innumerable milestones, and the most recent among these is e-learning.

E-learning should be regarded as supplementary to classroom and hands on training. It is a broadly inclusive term that 
describes educational technology thatelectronically or technologically support learning and teaching.The definition by 
the inventor Bernard Luskin -"e" should be interpreted to mean "exciting, energetic, enthusiastic, emotional, extended, 
excellent, and educational" in addition to "electronic."

Individual learning patterns with asynchronous and synchronous access to resources and guides online

o  personalised support

o  collaborative learning 

o  opportunities to support connections to others including remotely

o  new technological tools that can support inno-vative forms of teaching and learning

o  virtual environments

o  flexible study offered to an increasingly diverse student population

o  online communities to connect and engage with others

o  quality at scale, asynchronous environments in particular are scalable

E-learning Approach E-learning, with its various communication tools, plays a significant role in creating and 
promoting learning communities and their development. It involves all educational means to link and network people 
and various groups. Thus it creates mutual impact to promote achievement, excellence, cooperation and partnership 
as well as social and individual responsibility. Cultural practices create partnership and cooperation and exchange at all 
life cycle of the community, thus forming real and beneficial knowledge to communities.

The Third International Conference for e-Learning focused on the role of e-Learning in Supporting Learning 
Communities and its objectives were:

¢ Encouraging the formation of Knowledge Communities at the university and commu-nity levels through the 
proper usage of technology.

¢ Formation of Knowledge Communities with civic, educational and service nature.

¢ Encouraging exchange of best practices and expertise and experiences in e-learning to support Knowledge 
Communities.

¢ Encouraging scientific and educational research to highlight best practices.

¢ Highlighting latest developments and modern trends and experiences in e-learning.

¢ Supporting basic academic skills and communication skills with the community through knowledge 

Transfer and exchange.

E-learning industry in business and education

The growing market of e-learning is "on a roll" with fast developments and high user uptake making it a go-to option for 
many businesses, according to global expert.

If we correlate the e-learning education with business from 2002, the global online learning market has doubled its 
revenue by 2010 and this is set to increase further as virtual options for learning and training become more cost-
effective and accessible. A survey by a global research showed that the worldwide market for e-learning products is 
expected to rise to $49.9 billion by 2015.

E-learning - not only "electronic" but "exciting, 
extended, excellent, education, easy"

By:
PJ Trivedi, Kiran Farate, Prabodh Gaulikar - 

ALSTOM GRID TECHNICAL INSTITUTE-INDIA
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Feedback

All the time there is a great difference between what you think you know and what you actually know.

Therefore, that makes joy of learning constant and unending.

There are three types of learners:

1.  Ignorant

2.  Forgetful Knowledge(clocked knowledge)

3.  Knowledgeable

E-learning is for the 1st & 2nd categories and he will have experience after going through "Ohh! I know it and now I will 
remember"

Activity - learn and play

You go on playing until and unless your CTs and PTs get correctly fitted 

Level of our e-learning modules is between basic and advanced.

The situation is changing fast now. Governments (central & states) started acting positively. The power scenario in 1989 

was very bad. Now the state is dotted with number of 220kV & 400kV substations and transmission lines. There is an 

improvement in the power availability, even though it is not extremely good. During the worst decade & a half when 

insurgency was on its peak, the governments (Centre & State) have supported business of fruits, handicrafts & 

handlooms. However, sharp decline in tourist inflow proved a bad time for the daily wage earners. Mounting pressure of 

Indian Military and loss of local support proved deterrent to the militants (insurgents). Sophisticated tracking equipment 

and army intelligence struck a heavy blow to the pre-winter infiltrators. Mounting pressure from the population of 

Pakistan has resulted in to establishment of democratic government there. However, the militancy within Pakistan is 

defying this process of building democratic republic. The population of J & K in general & Kashmir in particular, is able to 

see all this and at least not much inclined to be with Pakistan now. 

The railway track from Uddhampur to Baramulla, which is under construction, may add one more dimension to the 

process of peace in the Kashmir valley. The recent elections in Pakistan are also indicative of the mood of Pakistani 

people to improve relations with India. The population of Kashmir depend much on the tourist inflow, for the livelihood. 

The population is also dependent upon the Indian states for all their industrial products and many of the Agriculture 

products, as the climate & terrain is not conductive to the growth and the manufacture of many of such items.  Removal 

of Article 370 from the constitution is another boiling issue. To retain the originality of Kashmir's landscape & culture, this 

was accepted but the same is proved deterrent to the growth of the State. Time has now opportune to review the Article 

and if required, replace it with  some other stipulation which can develope the state without compromising on the issue 

of culture and natural beauty of the valley.

Some restrictions on the invasion of the population of the rest of the country, a meaningful restructuring of special status 

to the valley is required to retain the touristic interests of the state. Return of the Pandit population to valley has now 

started slowly and if everything goes well, we will be able to see a united Kashmir Valley once again. Such a situation is 

in the interest of India & Pakistan both.  Let us all join together to wish all the best to one of the best part of our country.

By SM Takalkar

from 07
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The first line defines SCIENCE. Systematized knowledge means outcome of passionate observation, concentration on 
any aspect, analysis, coherent scrutiny, interpretation, experimentation and conclusion for the characteristics of things, 
beings or phenomenon. This fact was existing in the nature but was unknown so far due to masking of ignorance. It has 
been uncovered and hence the process is called Discovery. The scholar involved in this process is Scientist. The apple 
from the tree was always falling down on ground. But it was not known till Newton explained that why not up and down 
only. Finding law of gravity is discovery.

Second line defines TECHNOLOGY. Technology is skill to find useful application of scientific knowledge. Finding of 
ways (methods) and/or means (devices) to do useful work employing scientific know how is technology. Such 
method/device did not exist before and developed first time is called Invention. Development of device to convert 
electricity to rotary motion (motor) is invention. But afterward development of motor with high efficiency is innovation. 
The scholar associated with such activity is Technologist. Generally this creativity is confined to conceive the concept or 
at the most prototype.

Usually the word for expert is derived from respective skill, such as Artist from Art and Musician from Music. Similarly 
Scientist is derived from Science and Technologist from Technology. But it is reverse in case of engineer. Word for skill 
(Engineering) is derived from its expert (Engineer). 

Subject/Study/Skill  Expert  Work 

Science   Scientist  Discovery
Technology   Technologist  Invention
Engineering   Engineer  (as under)

Engineer is considered to convert concept to concrete. Basically engineer expected to design, develop, install (erect), 
commission, operate and repair/rectify the machine/project. But the field of engineer is open and expands with time as 
required. Simple repair/rectification activity is now expertise job as maintenance that includes break down 
maintenance, preventive maintenance, reliability centered maintenance, maintenance management, computerized 
maintenance monitoring, with options like schedule(time based) and condition (test based)maintenance, that may be 
periodic testing or on line continuous monitoring.

Similarly field of testing for development, routine and commissioning is now expanded as factory acceptance tests 
(FATs), site acceptance test (SATs), dispatch test, type testing (destructive), non destructive testing(NDT), direct testing 
and indirect testing, off line testing and on line testing, continuous monitoring, signature analyses and so on. 

Residual life assessment (RLA) before scraping out of any plant/equipments, up gradation and modernization for 
improvement of performance, renovation for life extension, expertise in retrofit for amalgamation of past and present 
technology are the new avenue for engineering.

In this way engineer is associated with plant/equipment from its birth till death and has to play different role at various 
stages.  Above is not exclusive list for engineering skill but it is ever expanding and engineer has to continuously 
upgrade himself to pace with the age. Therefore he should not miss occasion of updating his knowhow.  Let us all in 
SPE(I) Vadodara work for furthering our engineering skill relentlessly.

Contributed By 
Er. ND Makwana

Executive Committee Member

Engineer
On opening page of his book on protection, C. Russell Meson has quoted following two lines. 

Science is a systematized knowledge and Art is knowledge made efficient by skill.
J. F. Genung

Random Thoughts
Wisdom of Life -

The value of Love

 What is more important? To value what you have or to value what you do not have?

Think about it for a moment. Gratitude is valuing what you have and ambition is valuing what you may or may not 
have in the future. If you drown the voice of gratitude in the roars of your ambitions, all you will be left with is a great deal 
of noise and no music.

Why? Because often ambitions are endless, they are in multiple, they are not cohesive, whereas gratitude is the 
collective response to everything life has given you, everything you already have.

Long, long ago on an island lived a group of emotions, both positive and negative. Their names were Pleasure, 
Sorrow, Grief, Insecurity, Anger, Fear, Compassion, Humility and Gratitude.

N. Dinker
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That was not all, though. The Island was inhabited by other entities that governed a higher place in the society. 
They were Ego, Wealth and Time. Love was a resident too, but it mostly lived with others, it never held onto anything, it 
owned nothing, it was mellow, kind and soft. All of the above were tenants at the houses of humans on that island. 
Abandoning the island. 

With the glaciers melting and the sea level rising, the island was gradually sinking. It was clear, it would disappear 
before long. The residents called an urgent meeting and concluded, it was time to leave the island. They decided 
everyone was responsible for making their own arrangements. They got to the task.

Love thought differently, though it did not want to abandon an island that sheltered it for so long. It wanted to wait 
till the last moment, it was hopeful some might stay back. For love, it was not a matter of  trade or give-and-take, it was 
more a question of integrity and promise. The island was fast losing its dry ground to the obdurate ocean.

The humans were the first to leave the island. Some of the negative emotions such as Sorrow, Grief and 
Insecurity left with them.

Love had no boat of the own. It pleaded. "Please, can I board your ship?" Love looked expectantly at the other 
emotions on the ship. Humans did not even respond. They were too busy fighting among themselves.

"We've latched on to the humans ourselves," the emotions spoke in unison, "we  have no place for you here."

Just then, love saw Ego sailing his boat made of steel. It looked rather strong, heavy but sturdy.

"Can I join you?" Love said, "I take very little space."

"No! Ego yelled. Anger and Fear have taken the other two places I have on my boat. Besides, I have only met you 
occasionally where as they are my bosom friends. I can't let them go."

Water was rising fast and at a short distance. Love saw a magnificent yacht. It was owned by Wealth.

"Can you please let me on board?" said Love

"I am sorry but I already have Pleasure. Wealth responded, I cannot part company with him.

Help at last.

Love looked at the dismal state around. Just them a voice called. "Come Love, come. Hop in," 

as soon as Love got on the boat, it saw Compassion, Humility and Gratitude exuding brilliant radiance

They were on board already. Love thanked them.

"Oh, it is not our boat," Gratitude said, "You need not thank us."

Whose boat is it then? Love was surprised. Who has saved me?

It belongs to time" Compassion answered.

But, I was worth less in everyone else's eyes. Why has time saved my life?"

"You see, Love" Spoke Humility. Time alone knows your real value.

Wisdom of Life

If you reread and reflect on it, this anecdote has the wisdom of life. In our fast-paced world, you can be so focused 
on getting to the destination, in crossing the finish line that priceless things appear worthless. The worth of anything is 
not determined from its price but value. 

Imagine you sacrificed your health and your family to make 10 million rupees faster than anybody you know. The 
price of that sacrifice may be million rupees, but what about the value of that ten million? Is it worth the price, the 
sacrifice? 

When gratitude fuels your ambition, it becomes an effortless journey but when ambition drives gratitude, a sense 
of lacking never really leaves you.

When you have compassion, gratitude and humility, what you have is love indeed. These three are the primary 
constituents of love. Every other variation may just be an attachment or an obsession.

It is when we lose what we have, when time separates us from what we take for granted, do we really understand 
the value of what we had.

Be grateful 

Courtesy: www.omswami.com 
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KNOWLEDGE CORNER

I. Facts about YOU TUBE

 YOU TUBE was founded by CHAD HURLEY, STEVE CHEN and JAWED KARIM, who were all early 
employees of PAYPAL.

 The YOU TUBE. Com domain's birthday is on Valentines Day 2005.

 70% of YOU TUBE users are American.  50% of users are 20 years or younger. 20% of the videos are 
categorised as music.

 The average visitor spends about 15 minutes everyday on YOU TUBE

 Jawed Karim was the first to post a video on YOU TUBE. It was entitled "me at zoo" and was viewed 3:24 million 
times

 Every week You Tubes produce enough materials for 60,000 full length Movies.
 You Tube is currently banned in China, Iran, Libya, Tunisia, Turkey and Turkmenistan 
 Lady Gagas bad romance is the most popular video on You Tube. It has been viewed 250 million times.
 Five famous people with official You Tube channels are (1) Michel Jackson (2) Arnold Schwarzenegger (3) Oprah 

Winfrey (4) Barack  Obama and (5) Pop Benedict XVI  

II. NATIONAL PARKS

It is a place where Nature has been left undisturbed, and you can see animals in their natural surroundings, 

National Parks are dedicated to conserving a nation's unique flora and fauna, and distinct scenic and wildlife heritage 

for future generations. These parks are rich in plant and animal species, thriving in their indigenous natural environment 

and beauty.

Every country in the world has its own natural parks, and there is an international organization, IUCN- 

International Union for the Conservation of Nature - that is recognized as a regulatory body for these parks. According to 

the IUCN there are more than 6,500 national parks in the world today. The first National Park to be established was the 

Yellowstone National Park in the USA. It was declared a national park in 1872. The largest national park in the world is 

the Northeast Greenland National Park.

India's first national park was established in 1936. It was called the Hailey National Park, but has now been 

renamed Jim Corbett National Park. Till 1970, India had only five national Parks. However, new laws were passed in the 

1970s & 1980s to promote wildlife and the environment. By 2012, there were 103 national parks in India. Plans are afoot 

to set up a total of 166 national parks.

Some of the important National Parks are

The Sunder bans Tiger Reserve is a National Park in West Bengal and is a part of the Sunder bans - the largest 

delta in the world. A UNESCO world heritage site, the Indian sunder bans form the largest tiger reserve and national 

park in India. It is also noted for its conservation of the olive Ridley Sea turtle.

 The Silent Valley National Park in Kerala is unique. It is shut off from the world as it is surrounded on all sides by 

mountains, continuous ridges and steep cliffs. The park is the unique preserve of a national rain forest that 

probably dates back 50 million years. The park is home to 34 species of mammals, 292 species of birds, 31 

species of reptiles, 22 species of amphibians, 13 species of fishes, 500 species of butterflies and moths.

 Gir Forest National Park

 Established in 1975 in Gujarat, covers an area of 258.71Sq kM and is the sole home of the pure Asiatic lions. 

Today the sanctuary is internationally acclaimed for successful saving this precious species from the brink of 

extinction. It is in great News today, for the move to shift few lions to Madhya Pradesh as an alternative home to 

save these precious species from extinction.          
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III      Thought for the Day

 People will follow your footsteps easier than they will follow your advice. 
 We survive by remembering but sometimes we survive by forgetting 
 Everything has its beauty but not everyone sees it.
 First keep the peace within yourself then you can also bring peace to others.
 It is the spirit and not the form of law that keeps justice alive.
 Only the wisest and stupidest of men never change.
 Don't become a wandering generality. Be a meaningful specific.
 An investment in knowledge always pays the best interest.
 The only time you run out of chances is when you stop taking them.
 Without a rich heart, wealth is only a beggar 
 Remember that silence is sometimes the best answer.

IV      Effective Communication

Jack and Max are walking from religious service. Jack wonders whether it would be all right to smoke while 
praying. Max replies, "Why don't you ask the priest?

So Jack goes up to the priest and asks, "Father may I smoke while I pray?

But the priest says, "No, my son, you may not. That's utter disrespect to our religion". Jack goes back to his friend 
and tells him what the good priest told him. Max says, I am not surprised. You asked the wrong question. Let me try.

And so Max goes up to the priest and asks, "Father, may I pray while I smoke?" To which the priest eagerly 
replies, "By all means, my son. By all means".

The reply you get depends on the question you ask.

V Funny but True!

 Cockroach is afraid of rat, rat is afraid of cat, cat is afraid of dog; dog is afraid of man; man is afraid of woman, and 
woman is afraid of cockroach. 

 How strange humans are! If we hate some one, we tell to everyone without any fear. But if we love someone, we 
fear even to tell the loved one.

 For a boy it is easier to pick up a girl of weight 45kg. But its quite difficult to pick up a gas cylinder of weight 14.2 Kg

 Sometimes small things in life hurt a lot. If you do not agree with this fact, try to sit on a pin!

 Everybody tells, 'Mistake is the first step of successes. But it is not true. 'The Correction of mistake' is the first step 
of success. 

 Time makes us forget some people but some people make us forget time, such people become our life.

Sr. 
No.

G.R.
No.

Name Member

List of new members enrolled during the quater

 1 2076 Shah Nilesh C. Life Member
 2 2077 Shah Janakkumar S. Life Member
 3 2078 Prof (Dr) K. Baba Pai Institutional Member
 4 2079 Sandesara Parth V. Associate Member
 5 2080 Agrawal Sunilkumar P. Associate Member
 6 2081 Shah Mital K. Student Member
 7 2082 Patil Jignesh M. Student Member
 8 2083 Pancholi Janak N. Life Member
 9 2084 Tambe Varada J. Life Member
 10 2085 Makhijani Prakash K. Life Member
 11 2086 Pancholi Chirayu U. Associate Member
 12 2087 Patel Raojibhai M. Member
 13 2088 Haque Anwarul M. Life Fellow
 14 2089 Patel Dhruvin K. Associate Member
 15 2090 Dave Bharatkumar V. Life Member

Sr. 
No.

G.R.
No.

Name Member

 16 2091 Desai Maushami V. Associate Member
 17 2092 Jaykhedkar Mayuri R. Associate Member
 18 2093 Bhatt Udayaratna R. Life Member
 19 2094 Patel Chimanlal K. Life Member
 20 2095 Merchant Mehdi S. Life Member
 21 2096 Patel Hemanshu C. Member
 22 2097 Dave Utsav G. Life Member
 23 2098 Mehta Prashant K. Life Member
 24 2099 Varmora Kaushikkumar K. Associate Member
 25 2100 Patel Tejas H. Life Member
 26 2101 Shah Archit M. Student Member
 27 2102 Sharma Harsh Student Member
 28 2103 Solanki Mitesh P. Student Member
 29 2104 Bhayani Rasiklal R. Life Member



Karjan, Dist: Vadodara

TTK Prestige Ltd.
With Best Compliments:

Prof. Bhuvnesh Oza, explains various 
Generator Protections in Power Systems

Er. Janak S Shah presents methods of 
Power Swing Detection and Prevention

Er. MM Patel, Retd. CE (Gen.) GSECL explains 
importance of Bus-Bar and LBB (Stuck Breaker)

Protections in Power Systems

LtoR Shri Ranjan Banerjee, L&T-Vadodara, Shri 
Uday Trivedi, Adani Power-Ahmedabad, 

Shri VL Sonvane, Member (Tech.)-MERC & 
Technical Session Chairman, Shri SH Vani & 

Shri Abhay Kumar, PGCIL-Vadodara



Delegates and invitees giving a big hand to a 
presenter during Seminar at PDPU

Er. MG Mehta, LM, SPE(I)-Vadodara speaking as an 
thAnchor during Seminar at PDPU on 08  Jun 2013

Er. PM Shah, Retd. CE(Gen), GEB explains 
Fundamentals of  Power System Protection.

Dr. KK Thakkar, VP, JSL Industries Ltd. explains 
Philosophy of Distance Protection in Transmission 

Lines

Product Display of Megger L to R Er. RB Desai, Er. PO Kulshreshtra and 
Er. KN Rathod, Committee Members at the 

registration counter during tutorial session on 
th7  June 2013



Er. GV Akre, Chairman,SPE(I)-Vadodara giving 
Welcome address during Tutorial Session at PDPU

L to R Dr. KK Thakkar, VP, JSL Industries Ltd., 
Er. SK Negi, MD, GETCo, 

Shri DJ Pandian,(IAS),Principal Secretary, E&P, GoG, 
Er. GV Akre during inaugural function

ndEr. SK Negi, MD, GETCo(2  R) lighting the lamp to 
make the inauguration of Tutorial on Power System 

Protection at PDPU

Shri DJ Pandian(IAS), Principal Secretary, E&P, 
GoG(L) is being felicitated by Er. GV Akre, 

Chairman, SPE(I)-Vadodara during Seminar at PDPU

Er. SK Negi, MD, GETCo being felicitated by 
Er. GV Akre during inaugural session of Tutorial on 

Power System Protection at PDPU on 
th07  Jun 2013

Shri DJ Pandian(IAS), Principal Secretary, E&P, GoG 
nd(2  L) lighting lamp during inaugural function of 

Seminar at PDPU. Other from Lto R Dr. KK Thakkar, 
VP, JSL Ind. Ltd., Er. SK Negi, MD, GETCo and

 Er. GV Akre, Chairman, SPE(I)-Vadodara



Book - Post

To
From :
The Society of Power Engineers (India)
Vadodara Chapter
FF-48, Avishkar Complex,
Old Padra Road, Vadodara - 390 007.
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Section of Delegates and invitees during Tutorial Shri DJ Pandian(IAS), Principal Secretary, E&P, GoG, presenting inaugural 
speech during the National Seminar on 8th Jun  2013 at PDPU.

Er. SK Negi, MD, GETCo presenting inaugural speech during Seminar on 8th 
Jun 2013 at PDPU

Er. SB Lele, Vice-Chairman, SPE(I)-Vadodara presenting an overview of the 
Seminar on Power System Protection

Er. VB Harani, Secretary, SPE(I)-Vadodara presenting Vote of thanks. 
L to R Dr. KK Thakkar, Er. SK Negi, Shri DJ Pandian, IAS, Er. GV Akre

Shri DJ Pandian (IAS), Principal Secretary, E&P, GoG, showing interest in 
Protection Simulation Lab established at Electrical Engineering Department 

PDPU by GSECL
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